Questions
Tell me something that happened in the last episode? ESP ________________________________
Tell me what Merche gave you before she left in a hurry? ESP ________________________________
What do you say to get the bill? ESP ________________________________
What do the following mean? ¿Todo bien? __________________________________________
¿Algo más? __________________________________________
¿Cómo se dice waiter? Se dice ______________________ ¿Cómo se dice right away? Se dice ______________________
¿Cómo se dice simply say? __________________________ Comment on something you see in the video that interests you or seems different. __________________________

KILÓMETRO CERO
Define:
Straight ahead. __________________________
To the left. __________________________
To the right. __________________________
How do you ask for directions to get to the subway? __________________________
Tell me something you did in the video at this point? ESP __________________________
What is the symbol of Madrid, Spain? ESP __________________________
What is kilómetro cero? Explain. __________________________
Why do you think kilómetro cero is located where it is? __________________________
What’s the name of the subway station you are looking for? __________________________
Tell me you bought a ticket. ESP __________________________
How much did you pay (pagar) for a ticket? ESP __________________________
Who helped you? __________________________
What line is it on? ESP number & color. __________________________
What did you see in the subway station? ESP __________________________
Tell me who you saw on the subway. ESP __________________________
What did he have with him? ESP __________________________